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Stagnant Outlook for
Learning Measurement
BY CUSHING ANDERSON

Despite technological assistance and a variety of approaches with which
to measure data, CLOs are still struggling to quantify training impact.

Chief learning ofﬁcers are often asked to demonstrate
the value of training. But most aren’t satisﬁed with the
tools, resources or data available to them. Therefore,
they can’t properly establish training impact.
Organizations increasingly leverage analytics as a
decision-making tool, but only 40 percent report their
measurement programs are “fully aligned” with their
learning strategy. This reﬂects an ongoing trend: The
state of measurement in learning and development is
falling behind other areas of the business. CLOs are
more dissatisﬁed with their organizational approach to
measurement this year than last, continuing a trend of
the past three years.
Every other month, IDC surveys Chief Learning
Ofﬁcer magazine’s Business Intelligence Board to gauge
the issues, opportunities and attitudes that make up
the role of a senior learning executive. For this article,
more than 330 CLOs shared their thoughts on learning measurement.
Overall, measurement collection and reporting
can be rather basic. Some 3 out of 4 enterprises use
general training output data — courses, students and
hours of training — to help justify training impact.
Measurements for stakeholder and learner satisfaction
with training programs are completed about 3 out of 5
times. Only about half report that training output is
aligned with speciﬁc learning initiatives.
Even more advanced measurement applications
such as employee engagement, employee performance
or business impact, are still constrained by time, resources and the lack of a solid measurement structure
and is measured by a third or fewer enterprises.
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It’s All About the Data
Learning professionals generally agree on the value
of measurement. When done properly, it can demonstrate training impact to the company’s top and bottom
lines. Effective measurement of training impact also
ensures organizational initiatives will more frequently
include appropriate learning components. This helps
the learning organization increase its relevance.
Key metrics include employee performance,
speed-to-proﬁciency, customer satisfaction and improved sales numbers. The challenge remains in gainFIGURE 1: MEASUREMENT SATISFACTION
For the most part, learning leaders are not happy
with their internal analytics capability.
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FIGURE 2: HOW DO YOU MEASURE?
In this day and age, with tech
solutions for practically everything,
most learning functions are still
doing metrics manually.
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ing access to data, and ﬁnding the time and resources
to conduct measurement.
In the 2008, most enterprises reported a high level
of dissatisfaction with the state of training measurement. By 2010, that feeling had moderated substantially as analytics became mainstream in other areas of

are weak, most CLOs report their inﬂuence and role in
helping achieve organizational priorities is also weak.
However, when organizations are very satisﬁed with
their measurement approach, they tend to believe
learning and development plays an important role in
achieving organizational priorities.

The state of measurement in learning and
development is falling behind other areas of
the business.
the business. But once CLOs could compare their capabilities with capabilities in other business areas, their
dissatisfaction increased. In 2013, 2014 and again in
2015, there has been more dissatisfaction — partially
resulting from higher expectations combined with
continuing challenges around resources and leader
support (Figure 1).
Some CLOs report:
• “We don’t have the right technology.”
• “There is no accountability model and clear expectations from the top down.”
• “We don’t have a wide enough breadth and depth of
measurement areas, nor a consistent way of gathering data for the variety of training methods we use.”
The distance between the learning organization’s
role within the enterprise and its measurement capability is still wide. When the measurement programs

Compared with prior years, the common forces
working against measurement program satisfaction remain a combination of capability and support. CLOs
believe their ability to effectively deploy effective measurement process is limited by: lack of resources, lack
of management support and an inability to bring data
together from different functions.
Resources and leadership support are essential to
develop an effective measurement program. But one
respondent said, “There is no accountability model
and clear expectations from the top down.” Another
agreed, but suggested: “Learning is not important until we have an issue (regulatory, corporate audit).”
Leadership plays a critical role in how valued learning measurement is to the organization. One CLO
said, “We are relatively new at digging into measurement and successes when it comes to training. Our
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FIGURE 3: COLLECTION SOURCE SATISFACTION
Automated training data collection as a part of a larger ERP program is the way to go.
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executive leadership has only wanted to see how many
people have attended what classes.” Others report
moving a program requires more effort — “We need
to work harder on speciﬁcally communicating business results and ROI.”
Systems need to work too. One CLO said: “Our
systems don’t communicate with one another, making
it very difﬁcult to get the information needed for measurement.” Or, sometimes the data is there, but “we
don’t access all the data that exists and need to ﬁnd a
way to integrate it all into a cohesive picture upon
which we act.”
With the various forces aligned to retard advancing
measurement, there has been little change in its use for
learning and development. Consistent with past results, about 80 percent of companies do some measurement, slightly more use a manual process and fewer use some form of automated system (Figure 2).
The mix of approaches is similar to how it was performed as far back as 2008. There has only been a
slight decrease in the percentage of respondents who
indicate they use a manual process and a signiﬁcant
increase in the percentage of enterprises that LMS data
predominantly.
CLOs can only use the tools they have, but systems used for data collection seem to correlate to
degree of satisfaction. The data source that causes
the most dissatisfaction is learning impact data captured directly from an enterprise resource planning,
or ERP, system.
None of the CLOs who report an ERP as their
source for learning metrics are satisﬁed with their organization’s training measurement. On the other
hand, leveraging LMS data plus ERP data, or lever46 Chief Learning Ofﬁcer • May 2015 • www.CLOmedia.com

Overall, measurement
collection and reporting
can be rather basic.
Some 3 out of 4
enterprises use
general training output
data — courses,
students and hours
of training — to help
justify training impact.
aging manually collected data with LMS data result
in greater satisfaction (Figure 3). This suggests ERP
data is not speciﬁc enough to evaluate training impact. But alone LMS data is also insufﬁcient.

Tying Training to Outcomes Improves
There has been a meaningful increase in the percentage of enterprises correlating training to organizational change. Almost half of enterprises measure
training’s effect on customer satisfaction. While it is
improving, only about half of organizations evaluate

FIGURE 4: TRAINING AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
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can help align necessary support from other parts of the
organization.
training impact on employee engagement and less • Deﬁne success early. By deﬁning what success will
than 40 percent measure productivity and employee look like upfront, CLOs can more easily identify and
retention. Though training programs aren’t always benchmark key metrics for measurement before trainexpected to affect quality or retention, there is a real ing is delivered, and make post-training results easier to
opportunity for analytics to establish training im- evaluate.
• Establish metrics at the project or business-unit
pact on a wider set of business outcomes (Figure 4).
Effective measurement can affect the broader level. While it may be tempting to ‘swing for the
enterprise and the training organization’s bottom fences’ and demonstrate training’s value at the enline. Organizations that consistently tie training to terprise level, successful measurement programs
speciﬁc changes are more likely to train, but their typically start as smaller initiatives that focus on projactivities are often more targeted on the most appro- ects or at the business-unit level. Working with smaller
priate people and topics so they spend less money groups typically creates fewer obstacles to interfere in
the measurement process.
and time on training overall.
Companies that incorporate these simple guidelines
into their assessment methodology should see a marked
It’s Not All Bad
Despite the challenges, organizations are making improvement in the success and relevance of their meaprogress. As Figure 1 showed, while 42 percent of CLOs surement initiatives and training overall. CLO
are somewhat satisﬁed with the measurement efforts at Cushing Anderson is program director for learning services
their companies, nearly 60 percent are planning to in- at market intelligence ﬁrm IDC. To comment, email editor@
crease the training impact measures they undertake.
CLOmedia.com.
Organizations are measuring training impact on potential business
outcomes more than ever.
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